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Let H be a complex Hilbert space with conjugation operator J. We
study J-real operators and we have covered J-regular subspaces. We
prove that for givenbounded idempotentp thereexists a conjugation
operator J0 such that p is a J0-projection, i.e. p = J0p∗J0.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In [1, Chapter XII] the problem of construction of probability theory for quantum mechanics is
posed. An analog of boolean algebra of events is quantum logic. An important interpretation of a
quantum logic is the set B(H)or of all orthogonal (=self-adjoint) projections on a Hilbert space H. The
problem to construct a quantum field theory sometimes leads to an indefinite metric space [2]. In
the indefinite case, the set B(H)Jo of all J-orthogonal projections is an analog of the logics B(H)or . It is
important to know the properties and structure of projections in construction of measure theory on
projections logic. J-projections were extensively studied at [3–6].
Let H be a complex Hilbert space with the Hilbert product (·, ·). Let B(H) be the set of all bounded
operators onH. Let us denote by ran(A) the range of bounded operator A ∈ B(H). Let J be a conjugation
operator in H (see [7] $50), i.e. (1) J2 = I, (2) (Jx, Jy) = (y, x), for all x, y ∈ H. Note by (1), and (2),
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